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Abstract— Humans use exploratory behaviors coupled with
multi-modal perception to learn about the objects around them.
Research in robotics has shown that robots too can use such
behaviors (e.g., grasping, pushing, shaking) to infer object
properties that cannot always be detected using visual input
alone. However, such learned representations are specific to
each individual robot and cannot be directly transferred to another robot with different actions, sensors, and morphology. To
address this challenge, we propose a framework for knowledge
transfer across different behaviors and modalities that enables
a source robot to transfer knowledge about objects to a target
robot that has never interacted with them. The intuition behind
our approach is that if two robots interact with a shared set
of objects, the produced sensory data can be used to learn a
mapping between the two robots’ feature spaces. We evaluate
the framework on a category recognition task using a dataset
containing 9 robot behaviors performed multiple times on a set
of 100 objects. The results show that the proposed framework
can enable a target robot to perform category recognition on a
set of novel objects and categories without the need to physically
interact with the objects to learn the categorization model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
From an early stage in development, humans and many
other species use exploratory behaviors (e.g., shaking, lifting,
pushing) to learn about objects [1]. Such behaviors produce
not only visual but also auditory and haptic feedback [2],
which is fundamental to grounding the meaning of many
nouns and adjectives that cannot be represented using vision
alone [3]. For example, to perceive whether an object is full
or empty, a human may lift it; to perceive whether it is soft
or hard, a human may press it [4]. In a sense, the behavior
acts as the question which is subsequently answered by the
sensory signal produced during its execution.
Recent advances in robotics have shown that robots too
can use such exploratory actions for a variety of tasks,
including object recognition [5], category acquisition [6], and
language grounding [7]. Despite the significant advancement
in interactive and multisensory object perception for robots
[8], one challenge is that multisensory representations such
as haptic, proprioceptive, auditory, and tactile perceptions
cannot be easily transferred from one robot to another,
as different robots may have different behaviors, bodies,
and sensors. Since each robot has a unique morphology
and sensor suite, each individual robot needs to learn its
task-specific multisensory models of objects from scratch
and cannot use models learned by a robot with different
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embodiment. Even in the case of two physically identical
robots, it is not always possible to transfer multisensory
object models as the robots’ behaviors may be different.
To address these existing limitations, this paper proposes
using an encoder-decoder neural network to project sensorimotor features that the source robot has observed when
interacting with an object to a semantically similar feature
space that the target robot would observe when it interacts
with the same object. For example, if the source robot and
the target robot had observations of what the same objects
feel like when grasped and shook, the pair of datasets would
be used to learn a shared latent space which in turn can be
used to generate observations of new objects using the source
robot’s observations to teach the target robot. This generated
feature space can be used to train a task-specific recognition
model allowing the target robot to identify objects of novel
classes that it has not previously interacted with. The benefit
of this approach is that the target robot would not have to
learn the recognition task from scratch, but instead could use
the generated features obtained from the source robot.
The proposed method is evaluated on a dataset in which
a humanoid robot explored a set of 100 objects, corresponding to 20 categories using 9 exploratory behaviors
while recording haptic and auditory data. The results show
that certain combinations of the sensory modality and the
behavior performed by the source and the target robot to
learn the encoder-decoder network can generate features that
achieve recognition accuracy almost as good as if the target
robot learned by actually interacting with the objects.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Object Exploration in Cognitive Science
Cognitive neuroscience shows that it is important for
humans to interact with objects in order to learn their tactile,
haptic, proprioceptive and auditory properties [1], [4], [9].
Studies show that infants start learning how objects feel,
sound, and move at an early stage and this ability becomes
more goal-driven as we grow older [10]. Research has also
shown that humans are able to integrate multiple sensory
modalities to recognize objects and each modality contributes
to the final decision [11], [12]. Inspired by these findings,
we propose a method of knowledge transfer from the source
robot to the target robot to facilitate the learning process
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While most of the object recognition methods in robotics
use visual sensing, several research studies have considered
multiple sensory modalities coupled with exploratory actions [8]. A number of approaches and feature extraction
techniques have been proposed for recognizing objects and
their properties using auditory [13], [14], haptic [15], and
tactile feedback [16], [17]. Besides recognizing objects, nonvisual sensory modalities have also proven useful for learning
object categories [18]–[21], object relations [22], and more
generally, grounding language that humans use to describe
objects [23]. Despite all of these advances, current work in
this area is limited by the fact that each new robot is required
to learn object models from scratch as different robots have
different embodiment and sensors, resulting in excessive time
required for individual robots to carry out the necessary
object exploration, prohibiting rapid learning. In our work,
we propose a method that would enable multisensory object
knowledge learned by one robot to be transferred to another,
thus reducing time spent on object exploration.

ms ∈ Ms (e.g., each context cs could be push-audio, drophaptic, etc.). Similarly, for the target robot, let Bt be the
set of exploratory behaviors, let Mt be the set of sensory
modalities, and let Ct be the set of sensorimotor contexts.
For each exploration trial, the source robot and the target
robot perform exploratory behaviors bs ∈ Bs and bt ∈
Bt , respectively, on a specific object and record a sensory
signal for each modality in Ms and Mt , respectively. Thus,
during the ith exploration trial, the source robot observed
features xci s ∈ RDcs and the target robot observed features
xci t ∈ RDct . Here, Dcs and Dct are the dimensions of the
features observed by the source robot and the target robot,
respectively, under contexts cs and ct .
We divide our total set of possible object categories Y
into two mutually exclusive subsets: Yshared and Ysource-only .
Categories in Yshared are shared; both source and target robots
have access to multiple examples from these categories during the exploration or training phase. Categories in Ysource-only
are only experienced by the source robot during the training
phase. The goal of our work is to effectively train the target
robot to recognize an object at test time from one of the
categories in Ysource-only , even though it has never experienced
any object from these categories before.

C. Encoder-Decoder Networks

B. Knowledge Transfer Model

Encoder-decoder networks consist of two feed-forward
neural networks: an encoder and a decoder [24], [25]. The
encoder transforms an input feature vector (the sensory input
from the source robot) into a fixed-length code vector. The
decoder takes a code vector as input and produces a target
feature vector as output (e.g. the sensory information for
the target robot). Often, encoder-decoder architectures are
used for dimensionality reduction by forcing the intermediate
code vector to be a much smaller size than either input or
output. When input and output vectors are identical, they
are referred to as autoencoder networks [26]. When inputs
and outputs differ, the more general term “encoder-decoder”
applies. Encoder-decoder approaches have enjoyed success
in applications such as translating sentences written in two
different languages [27] or learning multi-scale features for
image representation tasks [28]. We propose using encoderdecoder networks to predict sensorimotor features produced
by an interaction with an object by one robot (the target
robot) given such features produced by another robot (the
source robot). Such an ability enables the target robot to use
sensorimotor experience from the source robot and drastically reduce the amount of interaction and data collection
needed for learning multisensory recognition models.

Our proposed encoder-decoder approach is designed to
transfer knowledge from the source robot to the target
robot. First, the encoder neural network transforms the
observed feature vector of the source robot xci s , to a lowerdimensional, fixed-size code vector zi ∈ RDz of size Dz .
We denote this non-linear mapping by an encoder function
f : zi = fθ (xci s ), which takes network parameter weights θ.
Next, a decoder neural network maps an input code vector zi
to create a vector of “reconstructed” target feature vector x̂ci t .
We denote this non-linear mapping by a decoder function g:
x̂i ct = gφ (zi ), which takes network parameter weights φ.
Training the encoder-decoder for a context pair cs , ct
requires observing features from both source and target robot
across a set of N total objects. Given a dataset of sourcetarget feature pairs {xci s , xci t }N
i=1 , we wish to find parameters
(θ, φ) that minimize the error between the real features xci t
observed by the target robot and the model’s “reconstructed”
target features x̂ci t obtained by applying the encoder-decoder
to the corresponding source features xci s . We use root mean
square error (RMSE) as the error to minimize:
v
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of the target robot, as collecting multiple sensory data by
interacting with objects is an expensive process.
B. Multisensory Object Perception in Robotics

III. L EARNING M ETHODOLOGY
A. Notation and Problem Formulation
For the source robot, let Bs be the set of exploratory
behaviors (e.g. push, drop), let Ms be the set of sensory
modalities (e.g. audio, haptic), and let Cs be the set of
sensorimotor contexts such that each context cs ∈ Cs refers to
a combination of a behavior bs ∈ Bs and a sensory modality
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c

x̂i t

We emphasize that the objects used to train the encoderdecoder come from the set of shared categories Yshared .
C. Category Recognition Model using Transferred Features
Given a pre-trained encoder-decoder for a source context cs (e.g. push-audio or drop-haptic), we can train the
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Fig. 2. Example audio features using shake behavior performed on an
object from the medicine bottles category.

Fig. 1. The exploratory interactions that the robot performed on all objects.
From top to bottom and from left to right: (1) Press, (2) Grasp, (3) Hold,
(4) Lift, (5) Drop, (6) Poke, (7) Push, (8) Shake and (9) Tap.

vector. Haptic data was similarly discretized into 10 temporal
bins, resulting in a 70-dimensional feature vector (the arm
had 7 joints). Fig. 2 shows an example of audio and Fig. 3
shows an example of haptic features.
B. Knowledge Transfer Model Implementation

target robot to classify objects from several categories it
has never experienced before, as long as examples of these
categories are seen by the source robot under context cs .
We denote this set of categories Ysource-only . We assume the
source robot has seen J total feature-label pairs from these
categories: {xjcs , yj }Jj=1 , where yj ∈ Ysource-only . We can
transfer this labeled dataset to the target robot by creating
a “reconstructed” training set: {gφ (fθ (xcjs )), yj }Jj=1 . This
dataset can be used to train a standard multi-class classifier.
Then, when the target robot is deployed in an environment
with novel objects without category label, the target robot can
measure observed features xct and feed these features into its
pretrained classifier to predict which category within the set
Ysource-only it has observed. Throughout, we will assume that
at test time, only categories from Ysource-only are possible for
the target robot to encounter. However, it is straightforward to
extend our approach the combined set of possible categories
Ysource-only and Yshared by combining a target robot’s real and
reconstructed training datasets.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

The encoder-decoder network1 used consists of a multilayer perceptron (MLP) architecture of three hidden layers for both encoder and decoder, with 1000, 500, 250
hidden units and Exponential Linear Units (ELU) [29] as
an activation function, and a 125-dimensional latent code
vector as depicted in Fig. 3. The network parameters are
initialized randomly and updated for 1000 training epochs
using Adam optimization [30] with learning rate 10−4 , and
was implemented using TensorFlow 1.12 [31].
C. Category Recognition Model Implementation
At test time, we performed classification of objects into
categories from the set Ysource-only via a multi-class Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [32]. Using the kernel trick, an SVM
maps training examples to an (implicit) high-dimensional
feature space where examples from different classes may be
closer to linearly separable. We used the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel SVM implementation in the open-source
scikit-learn package [33], with default hyperparameters. We
also tested a k-nearest neighbors classifier (not shown) [34],
which performed similarly to the SVM.

A. Dataset Description
We used the dataset described in [18], in which an uppertorso humanoid robot used a 7-DOF arm to explore 100
different objects belonging to 20 different categories using 9
behaviors: Crush, Grasp, Hold, Lift, Drop, Poke, Push, Shake
and Tap (shown in Fig. 1). During each behavior the robot
recorded auditory and haptic feedback using two sensors:
1) an Audio-Technica U853AW cardioid microphone that
captures audio sampled at 44.1 KHz, and 2) joint-torque
sensors that capture torques from all 7 joints at 500 Hz. Each
behavior was performed 5 times with each of the 100 objects,
resulting in a total of 9 x 5 x 100 = 4,500 interactions.
We used the auditory and haptic features computed from
raw sensory signals as described in [18]. For audio, the
discrete Fourier transform was performed using 129 logspaced frequency bins and a spectro-temporal histogram was
computed by discretizing both time and frequencies into 10
equally spaced bins, resulting in a 100-dimensional feature
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D. Evaluation
We assume that the source robot interacts with all 20
object categories, but the target robot interacts with only
15 randomly selected object categories. The objects of the
15 categories shared by both robots are used to train the
encoder-decoder network that projects the sensory signal of
the source robot to the target robot. Since the dataset we
used has only one robot, we assume that the source and the
target robots are physically identical, but they perform different behaviors on shared objects.2 Subsequently, the trained
encoder-decoder network is used to generate “reconstructed”
1 Datasets and source code for study replication is available at:
https://github.com/gtatiya/Knowledge-Transfer-in-Robots. The experiment
pipeline is visually explained and complete results of SVM and K-NN are
available on the GitHub page of the study.
2 Note that the proposed transfer learning method makes no such assumption and is applicable in situations where the two robots are physically
different and/or use different feature representations for a given modality.
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Fig. 3.

Encoder-decoder network architecture and an example of a shake-haptic to hold-haptic projection.

sensory signals for the other 5 object categories in Ysource-only
that the target robot did not interact with. Each sensory signal
from objects in these categories experienced by the source
robot is thus “transferred” to a target feature vector.
We consider two possible category recognition approaches: our proposed transfer-learning pipeline using the
projected data from the source context (i.e., how well it
would do if it transferred knowledge from the source robot),
and a non-transfer ideal baseline using ground truth features
produced by the target robot (i.e., the best the target robot
could do if it had explored all the objects itself during the
training phase). In both cases, real features observed by the
target robot are used as input to the classifier at test time. We
used 5-fold object-based cross-validation, where the training
set consisted of 4 objects from each of the 5 categories the
target robot did not interact with and the test set consisted of
the remaining objects. Since the robot explored each object
5 times, there were 100 (4 objects x 5 categories x 5 trials)
examples in the training set, and 25 (1 objects x 5 categories
x 5 trials) examples in the test set. This procedure was
repeated 5 times, such that each object was included 4 times
in the training set and once in the test set.
We used two metrics to evaluate the category recognition
performance of the target robot on the object categories it
did not explore. First, we consider accuracy, defined as A =
correct predictions
total predictions (often reported as a percentage). The process
of selecting 15 categories randomly to train encoder-decoder
network, generating the features of the other 5 categories,
training two classifiers using projected and ground truth
features, and computing accuracy for both classifiers on
ground truth features by 5-fold cross validation is repeated
10 times to compute statistics for each projection.
The second metric was accuracy delta (%), which measures the drop in classification accuracy as a result of using
projected features for training as opposed to the ground-truth
features. We define this loss as A∆ = Atruth − Aprojected ,
where Atruth and Aprojected are the accuracies obtained
when using real and projected features, respectively. Smaller
accuracy delta indicates that it is easy for the source robot to
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Fig. 4.

Projections where the Accuracy Delta (SVM) is minimum.

project its sensory features in the target robot feature space,
and the target robot can use these projected features to learn
a classifier that can achieve comparable performance as if
the target robot actually explored the objects.
E. Results
1) Illustrative Example: Consider the case where the
source robot performs shake behavior and the target robot
performs hold behavior. Projecting haptic features from
shake to hold, enables the target robot to achieve 58%
recognition accuracy3 , compared with 57.36% when using
features from real interactions (shown in Fig. 4). In other
words, the target robot’s category recognition model is as
good as it would have been had it been trained on real data.
To visualize shake-haptic to hold-haptic projection, we
reduced the dimension of the ground truth and the projected
features of the 5 categories the target robot did not interact
with into 2D space (shown in Fig. 5) by Principal Component
Analysis implemented in scikit-learn [33]. As shown in Fig.
5, the clusters of projected features look very similar to
the ground truth features indicating that the “reconstructed”
features generated by the source robot are realistic.
3 Chance accuracy for 5 categories is 20%. Note that accuracy can be
boosted to nearly 100% by combining multiple behaviors and sensory
modalities [35] but this is out of scope for this paper.
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Fig. 5. Target robot’s hold-haptic ground truth features (left) and the
projected features (right) in 2D space using Principal Component Analysis.

best performing mapping, indicating that mappings within
the same modality achieve less accuracy delta. Some specific
projections that support this observation are shown in Fig 4.
However, when both robots perform actions using different
modalities, the accuracy delta is relatively higher. For example, drop-haptic to tap-audio and hold-haptic to tap-audio
are the two projections where the accuracy delta is highest.
When both robots perform behaviors that capture similar
object properties, the projected features are more realistic.
For example, lifting an object provides a good idea how
it would feel to hold that object as indicated by smaller
accuracy delta. Producing hold-audio features from most of
the source robot’s features is an easy task, possible because
holding an object does not produce much sound.
The relation between the RMSE loss of features used to
train the encoder-decoder network and the accuracy delta
is shown in Fig. 8 for all of the mappings. RMSE is
the Euclidean distance between the ground truth and the
projected features. Each dot in the plot corresponds to a
projection from the source to the target robot. Generally,
the accuracy delta increases with the increase in RMSE
loss. This means when the “reconstructed” features are more
realistic, the accuracy delta is expected to be smaller, and as
the reconstruction gets worse, the accuracy delta increases.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Fig. 6. Accuracy (SVM) achieved by the target robot for different number
of shared objects classifier for shake-haptic to hold-haptic projection.

To find the minimum number of object categories both
robots need to interact with to train an encoder-decoder
network that achieves good performance, we varied the
number of shared categories for shake-haptic to hold-haptic
projection. As shown in Fig. 6, performance saturates at
about 7 shared object categories (i.e., using 5 objects per
class, the robot needs 35 shared objects out of 100 possible).
2) Accuracy Results of Category Recognition: Since there
are 2 modalities (audio and haptic) there are 4 possible
mappings from the source to the target robot: audio to audio,
audio to haptic, haptic to audio, and haptic to haptic. Each of
the 9 behaviors are projected to all of the other 8 behaviors,
so for each mapping, there are 72 (9 x 8) projections. Fig. 4
shows the 5 projections where the accuracy delta is minimum
among all 288 (4 x 72) projections.
Overall, mappings within same modality (audio to audio
and haptic to haptic) achieve higher accuracy than mapping
to a different modality. This is intuitive, as knowing what
an object feels like when performing a behavior can inform
what it would feel like better than what it will sound like
given another behavior.
3) Accuracy Delta Results: Fig. 7 shows the accuracy
delta for all 4 possible modality mappings. Darker color
indicates smaller accuracy delta, thus the diagonal is black
as there is no accuracy drop when both robots perform the
same behavior. Comparatively, haptic to haptic projections
achieve smallest accuracy delta. Audio to audio is the second
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Non-visual sensory object knowledge is specific to each
robot and depends on its unique embodiment, sensors, and
actions. We proposed a framework for knowledge transfer
that uses an encoder-decoder network to project sensory
features from one robot to another robot across different
behaviors. The framework enables a target robot to use
knowledge from a source robot to classify objects into
categories it has never seen before. In this way, the target
robot does not have to learn a classifier from scratch, but
instead starts immediately with a model nearly as accurate
as what can be achieved if the target robot could afford
to collect its own labeled training set via exploration. This
result addresses some of the biggest challenges in deploying
behavior-grounded multi-sensory perception models, namely
that they require a lot of interaction data to train and cannot
be easily transferred from one robot to another.
In future work, we will test our proposed framework on
robots that not only perform different actions, but also are
morphologically different and use unique feature representations. Extending the framework to allow for more than two
robots to share information is also an outstanding challenge
which has the potential to enable any new robot to use multisensory knowledge transferred from other robots that had
previously interacted with a shared set of objects.
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